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H?XXXIS OF SWEEP AND ANGLE OF ATI!ACKON BOUNDARY-LAYER

TRANSITION ON WINGS AT MACH NUMBER 4.04

By Robert W. Ihmning and Edward F. Ulmamn

SUMMARY

Wind-tunnel tests were conducted at a Mach nmnber of 4.04 to deter-
mine the”-effectsof leading-edge sweep, angle of attack, and leading-edge
thiclmess on boundary-layer transition on flat-plate wings. b addition,
some results were obtained on wings having rounded leading edges. The
transition point was determined for angles of attack up to 20° and for
leading-edge sweep angles frcm 0° to 72° by the luminescent-lacquertech-
nique of bouudary-1.ayervisualization.

The data showed that transition always occurred along a front para~el
to the wing leading edge, and that increasing the leading-edge sweep angle
or increasing the angle of attack between the undisturbed stresm and model
surface caused the transition line to move closer to the wing leading edge
and, in general, decreased the transition Reynolds number.

An increase in the lesxiing-edgethickness of a flat-plate wing wZth
an unswept leading edge .$rom1/4 mil to 6 roilscaused large increases in
the local normal transitio~ Reynolds nunibers. However, on wings with 45°
and 600 leading-edge sweep, increasing the leading-edge thickness had no
apparent effect on the local normal transition Reynolds number.

A comparison of the NACA 6xo04 section with the flat-plate section
indicated that for small angles of leading-edge sweep the favorable pres-
sure gradient due to the curved profile of the NACA 6zo04 section pro-
duced longer lengbhs of lsminar flow, tid that for larger sweep angles
the destabilizing effect of the curved streamline outside the boundary
layer caused transition sooner than on the flat plate.

INTRODUCTION

The desi~ of missiles and aircraft to fly at high supersonic Mach
mmhers requires a knowledge of boundary:layer conditions in order to
predict heat-transfer effects and friction-drag coefficients. Much work
has been done to determine the transition point on bodies of revolution
- unswept surfaces at zero angle with the stream. For s~ersonfc con-
figurations, however, swept leading-edge surface-soperating at angles of
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attack are common, and the question arises as to the effects of sweep and
angle of attack on boundary-layer transition. Very little theoretical or
experimental work has been done on these problems at supersonic speeds. J

One of the earliest considerations of’the sweep effect was the work of
Jones (ref. 1) in which he considered the effects of sweep on two-
dimensional compressible flow. He concluded that boundary-layer transi-
tion on swept wings would be influenced only by the component of velocity
in the direction normal to the lead- edge, and could therefore be
treated as two-dimensional transition of the viscous or Tollmien-
Schlichting type.

The purposes of the present invest%at~onwem (1) to determine the
effects of sweep on boundary-layer transition on flat-plate wings at super-
sonic Mach numbers, (2) to investigate the effects of sxwle of attack on
boundary-layer transition on such tings, (3) to dete@~ to a l~~ted
extent the effects of wing profile on boundary-layer transition on swept
wings at supersonicMach rmmbers, and (1+)to investigate the effects of
leading~edge thickness on boundary-layer transition on flat-plate wings
at supersonic Mach numbers. Data were obtained at various angles of attack .
in the Langley 9- by 9-inch Mach number 4 blowdown jet on flat and curved-
surface wings having leading-edge sweeps from O0 tO 72°.

— F
A major consideration in any study of boundary layers h wbd tun-

nels is the 1+.rgeyossible effect of stream turbulence on the measured
characteristics(ref. 2). However, in the light of the almost complete
absence of ddta on this subject, the results of’the present investiga-
tion, made at a constant free-stream turbulence level, are presented on
the supposition that for other turbulence levels the etiects of sweep
and singleof attaqk may be qualitatively the same as those shown here
although the values of the transition Reynolds nuniberMy be quite
different

sYkBoLs

Zm ave~e normal distance from wing leading edge to transition
‘N fro=t along central part of wiig semispan -

%
calculated component of local Mach number Just outside boundary
layer, normal to wing leading edge

vN calculated local velocity just outside boundary layer, normal
to wing leading edge

T2 calctited local static temperature just outside boundary layer
.

v calcul&ted local viscosity based on ‘2
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P calculated local density based on T2 and p2

calculated surface static pressure
‘2

P* settling-chamber stagnation pressure

( )

*

equivalent stagnation pressure, P21+~l#7

local transition Reynolds number normal to wing leading edge,

RTC

To
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PVNITN

v

calculated local transition
leading edge, based on an

Reynolds nmnber nomal to wing
equivalent stagnation pressure other

than that at which tests were made, ~ +4.’ %

N ~

stagnation temperature, absolute

model temperature, absolute

stresm static temperature, absolute

leading-edge sweep

angle of attack between

indicates compression

of the flow)

trailing-edge sweep

ratio of specific heats

wing thickness

wing chord

surface and stream (positive eS

and negative es indicates expansion

(1.W for air)

wing trailing-edge thickness

- SP= .
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Subscripts:

t at wing tip

r at wing root

max maxtium value

APPARATUS

The tests were conducted in the Langley 9- by g-fnchhlach number 4
blowdown jet. The settling-chamberpressure, which was held constant by
a pressure-regulatingvalve, and the corresponding air temperature were
continuously recorded during each run.

MODELS

The models used in these tests were wings of various plan forms,
leading-edge sweeps, sm.dsections (fig. 1). Plan forms were rectsmgular,
arrow, trapezoidal, and delta. Leading-edge-sweep angles varied from7J0
to 720. The aitioil sections used in the wings were of two general t~es -
those having flat surfaces and sharp leading edges with double-wedge or
hexagonal sections, and those having NACA GQ03-63 and 6%004 subsonic,-type
sections. Most of the wings were semispan models mounted from a boundary-
Iayer bypass @ate as shown in figure 2. T%ere were also six sting-
supported wings, four with NACA 6xo04 sections (wings 12 to 15), one

having a..double-wedgesection and 600 leadi~-edge sweep (wing 8), and”
one having a half-circular-arc section and a sqpare plan fon.nwith a
l-inch chord (wing 9).

All of the models were made of steel and had a root-mean-square sur-
face roughness which ranged from about 5 to 25 microinches as measured by
a profilaneter (PhysicistsResearch Co., Model No. 11). The leading-edge
thicknesses of three of the sharp-leading-edgemodels (wings 1, 6, and 9)
were varied from l/~ mil to 10 roilsby grinding the wing leadlng edges
in planes perpendicular to the wing-chord plane and parallel to the
leading edge. The leading-edge thicknesses of the other sharp-leading-
edge models varied from 2 to 3 roils.
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TESTS

The semispan models were mounted through a tunnel-wall boundary-layer
bypass plate shaped to preserve the basic tunnel flow without introducing
detrimental disturbances and located far enough frcm the tunnel wall so
as to eU.minate tunnel-wall boundary-layer effects. Because of adverse
effects frcm choking behind the bypass plate at high angles of attack,
the angle-of-attack range was Limited to *14°. The sting-mountedmodels
were tested in the center of the tunnel with thetr trailing edges far
enough forwafi of the sting support so that interference frcm the support
was considered negligible.. Of all the sting-supportedmc@els, only wing 9
was tested at angles of attack, and it was tested ,fromO0 to 20°. The
transition points were made visible by means of the luminescent-lacquer
technique (ref. 3), and then photographs were taken or direct measurements
made.

For

+ during a
pressure

Reynoldsu

all the present tests, the settling-chamber stagnation temperature
m, varied frcm 80° to 600 F, and the settling-chsmber stagnation
was 196 lb/sq in. abs, which corresponds to an undisturbed stresm

.
number per foot of about 19.4 x 10°. TIE tests were run at hunid-

-6
ities below 5 x 10 pounds of water vapor per pound of dry air, which is
believed to be low enough to eliminate water-condensation effects. The
test-section static temperature and static pressure did not reach the
point where liquefaction of air would take place.

PRECISION OF DATA

The probable accuracy
the following table:

‘TN) in”””””””””
TO, deg . . . . . . . . .

es, deg . . . . . . . . .

Po, lb/sq in. abs . . . .

of the measured quantities is summarized in

. . . . . . . . . . ● ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎
tool

il. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *oml

tl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Factors Which Can Affect Boundary-Layer Transition
.

In any investigation of boundary-layer phenomena, all the factors
d which can sffect the characteristics of the.boundary layer must, of
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course, be considered. For the present investigation these factors are .

the effects on the wing boundary layer of disturbances from the juncture
of the wing leading edge and the boundary-layer bypass plate, effects on
the boundary layer of the method used to determine boundary-layer tran-

-_

sition, model surface condition, stream turbulence level, heat trsmfer,
leading-edge thickness and related effects, leading-edge sweep, wing
profile, angle of attack, Mach number, and Reynolds number.

—

It was decided to investigate systematicallythe effects on boundary-
layer transition of leading-edge thtclmess, leading-edge sweep, singleof
attack, and, to a limited extent, wing profile. The investigation of
airfoil profile effects was confined to flat plates and NKll 0003-63
and w(ll 61XO04sections (models 10 to 15). The other variables either
could not be changed (streamMach number), or were purposely held constant
(stresm turbulence level). The control or the effect of each variable will
be discussed in the following sections after several general observations
are made regarding the test results and the method of obtaining the data. —

Figures 3 and 4 present representative series of photographs of the
flow patterns on the wings made visible by luminescent lacquer. The %-

darker regions along the wing leading edges a= regions of laminar
boundary-layer flow where the lacquer has not dried and, consequently,

--

does not luminesce brightly. It will be noted that transition on these
w

wings always occurred on a front parallel to the wing leading edge and
upstresm of the wing ridge lines except-at the wing tip. It was assumed

—

that there were no effects of the flow expansion around the ridge line
on transition upstream of the ridge line, and that the data are repre-
sentative of data obta-d on swept flat-phte surfaces. To CO13fiti t~s

point, however, tests were nde on wings having the seineleading-edge
sweep but different lengths of flat-pl.ate.sectionbefore the ridge line
(wings ~ and 7) and on a wing having no ridge Hne (opposite surface of
wing ~). (hTpariSOIIS of ZTN} the distance from the leading edge to

boundary-layer transition, made at the same value of f3s for all cases,

revealed no difference in this length within the accuracy of the data. .-

The Effects of the Boundary-Layer Plate

The effects of the boundary-layer bypass plate on the wing boundary-
layer flow pattern, as made visible by the luminescent lacquer, were
investigated by’testing a sting-mounted ~d a side-wall-mountedwing,
both of which had 60° leading-edge sweep and a leading-edge thickness of ‘“ -
about 2mils (wings 7 and 8). No difference could be found between the
lengths of laminar flow on the two wings at the same values of es within

the accuracy of the data, and it was therefore concluded that the method ●

of support did not affect the data. Disturbances from the leading edge
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of the bypass plate did cause chsmges in the transition pattern near the
apex of the delta wings (see figs. 3 and 4), but the measurements were
made outboard of these areas to avoid these disturbances and also to
avoid the conical-flow area frcm wing apexes.

The Luminescent-Lacquer Technique

The effect of the presence of the luminescent lacquer on the tran-
sition measurements was the object of scme concerns and great care wss
taken to apply a uniform coat of the lacquer for each test. Data were
not taken when the flow pattern showal any evidence of ripples, runs, Qr
unevenness in the lacquer film. Measurements of the roughness of the
surface of the lacqper could not, of course, be made. lk reference 4,
Lange and Gieseler used both the luminescent-lacquer and the spark-
schlieren method to make measurements of boundary-layer transition on a
slender cone at Mach nunibersbetween 1.9 and 4.2. They concluded that
the two methcxisagreed fairly well, the luminescent-lacquer messurements

=
yielding Reynolds numbers of transition that were l~wer by aboug 0.2 x 106

for Reynolds nunbers of transition between 1.5 x 10 and 3 x 10 .
“

h reference 5, Potter concluded that the qeneral.agreement
between the transition stations detemined on cone-cylinder bodies at
Mach numbers from 2.lT to 3.24 by the Wninescent-lacquer method and skin-
friction measurements is satisfactory. Considering the evidence of ref-
erences 4 and 5 and the experience with the luminescent-lacquertechnique
in the present investigation, no good reasm C= be f~~d WQY the use of
the hm.inescent lacquer should invalidate the trends of boundary-layer
transition-pointmovement tith leading-edge sweep, angle of attack, and
leading-edge thiclmess presented in this paper.

Model Surface Condition

Measurements of the model surface roughness gave root-mean-square
values of 5 to 25 microinches. Such a variation s.tthis low level of
roughness would not be expected to influence boundary-layer transition.
Tests of wings with the mxne sweep and leading-edge thickness and the
smallest and largest roughnesses measured did not indicate any differ-
ences in the Reynolds number for transition. The models were, of course,
cleaned with alcohol and resprayed with lacquer between runs. The lacquer
coating might well mask out any effects of the measured variations in
surface roughness.
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Streem Turbulence Level
.

The Reynolds numbers for transition on-an ogival nose and on a .
..

flat plate with a 0.C02~-inch-thickleading edge tested at a stagnation

pressure of 196 lb/sq in. abs in this fac~ity are about 2 x 106, which
may indicate a rather high stream turbulence level. However, the stream
turbulence level was maintained constant for all tests b holding the

~stagnation pressure and temperature co~tmt (within *1O ).

Heat-Transfer Effects

Heat transfer to or from the models could not be controlled in this
investigation since no provision was made for the control of the air or
model temperatures. To detezmdne the approximate time required for the
models to reach equilibrium temperature, a thermocouple was installed in
one of the side-wall-mountedwings near the wing tip. Tests at zero
angle of attack showed that equilibrium temperatures were reached after
about 80 seconds’ running time (see fig. 5). The transition patterns
in the luminescent lacquer were fomed after about 30 seconds and did
not change when runs were extended to 2 minutes. At angles of attack the
recovery temperatures probably differed on ‘theupper and lower surfaces
of the wing, causing heat transfer through the wing.

However, it will be shown that the boundary-layer-transitiondata
obtained under the aforementioned conditions of heat transfer correlate
on the basis of parameters which do not take heat transfer into account
and that, therefore, heat-transfer effects are probably of secondary
importance in this investigation. !lMs conclusion is in agreement with
the analysis of reference 2, which showed that when the transition
Reynolds number for zero heat transfer was low, as was also the case in -
the present tests, the effects of heat transfer on boundary-layer tran-
sition were small.

Effects of Leading-Edge @ickness

Tests were made to determine the effects of leading-edge thickness
on a rectangular sting-supportedflat-surface wing of square plan form
(wing 9) and on two side-wall-mounteddelta wings baving wedge airfoil
sections and 45° and 600 leading-edge sweep (wings 1 and 6). The leading-
edge thickness of the wing with rectangular plan form was varied from
1/4 mil to 6 roils. Increasing the leading-edge thickness produced longer
“Lsminarruns (fig. 6) and higher local transition Reynolds numbers (fig. 7). _
An increase in transition Reynolds number with leading-edge thickness on
flat plates and open-nose cylinders was also found in references 6 and 7.
The data of reference 7 showed an approximately constant rate of increase “
of transition Reynolds number with leading-edge thickness up to 12 roils,
whereas the present data exhibited a negligible rate of increase of Q
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transition Reynolds nwber as the leading-edge thickness was increased
from 4 to 6 roils.

Increasing the leading-edge tticlmess of the swept wings from 1 mil
to 10 roils produced no changes in the location of the transition point at
angles of attack up to 10°, within the accuracy of the measurements
(fig. 8). ~though no effects of leading-edge thiclmess on boundary-layer
transition on the wings with swept leading edges could be determined, the
leading-edge thicb.es;es were kePt betwee~ 2

lKfects of leading-Edge Sweep and

Increasing the leading-edge sweep angle

.
&d 3 IIIih.

Angle of Attack

of”the flat-plate wings
(figs. 3 and 9) or increasing the s~ace ‘angle of attack es (figs. 4

and 9) caused boundary-layer transition to move closer to the wing leading
edge. This movement, in general, corresponded to a decrease in transition
Reynolds number (fig. 10; increasing Q~ decreases ~).

The values of local Mach nmber and transition Reynolds number plotted
in figure 10 were obtained from theoretical calculations of the local static
pressures and the Mach number components normal to the leading edge and
frcm the experimental distances frm the leading edge to the t=sition
front (fig. 9). To determine the accuracy of the local-pressure calcu-
lations, pressures were measured on the forward surface of a wing with
double-wedge section and ~“ leading-edge sweep (fig. EL). The exper-
imental surface pressures agreed with the theoretical pressures to within
5 percent of the theoretical value and indicated no pressure gradient on
the forward surface of the wing at sngles of attack from -8° to 14°.

Variations of Transition Reynolds Nunber With Pressure

Simple sweep theory (ref. 1) predicts that the local flow conditions
on swept-wing surfaces, including boundary-layer transition, are a function
only of the normal Mach nunibercomponent. In the present tests, the same
surface Mach nunibernormal to the leading edge was obtained at several
leading-edge sweep angles by changing the angle of attack (fig. 10), and
for such conditions large variations of the local transition Reynolds
numbers occurred. However, when the same surface Mach numbers no-l to
the leading edge were obtained, differences in surface pressme and tem-
perature also existed. This fact, together with the observed disagreement
of the data with tlz=prediction of the sweep theory, suggests that perhaps,
as has been shown in references 7 to 10 for flat plates and open-nose
cylinders tested in wind tunnels, there is a regular variation of the tran-
sition Re~olds number with pressure or some parameter which is a function
of pressure.
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Therefore, in figure 12 the variation of the transition Reynolds num-
ber with calculated surface static pressure as determined from the present
tests is presented for three local Mach numbers normal to the leading edge.
It can be seen that the rate of change of transition Reynolds number with
surface static pressure is linear and varies with Mach number. However,
when the ssme data were plotted, using an equivalent stagnation pres-
‘Ue po’ determined from the theoretical surface pressure and surface

Mach number nomal to the leading edge, the data show (fig. 13) that there
is a linear increase of the transition Reynolds number with equivalent
stagnation pressure wldch remains about constit for the range of local
Mach numbers of the present investigation.

Since the transition Reynolds number of the present tests increased
linearly with equivalent stagnation pressure, this rate of increase
was used to adjust the data to one equivalent stagnation pressure
(200 lb/sq in. abs). Transition Reynolds mmibers obtained in this
manner are presented in figure 14, and it is seen that the calculated
transition Reynolds numbers are the ssme at the same local nomal Mach
number for wings of varying sweep. Thus, for these tests the effects
of leading-edge sweep and angle of attack on boundary-layer transition
have been correlated by considering the equivalent stagnation pressure
and the rate of change of the transition Reynolds number with equivalent
stagnation pressure. It can also be seen from figure 14 that there is
still a change in transition Reynolds number with surface Mach number
normal to the leading edge which appears similar to the trend obtained
in tests of hollow cylinders at Mach numbers from 2.2 to 5.0 with con-
stsnt stagnation pressure at the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
(ref. 11). Whether or not these results yield a trend of the change in

transition Reynolds number with Mach number that canbe applied to flat
plates at other free-stresm Mach numbers in other wind tunnels is a
point that will require further investigation.

Figure 13 also presents the rates of change of transition Reynolds
number with stagnation pressure obtained in other wind-tunnel investi-
gations on flat plates and open-nose cylinders at Mach numbers from 1.97
to 4.54 (refs. 7 to 10). An examination of these rates of increase
shows that the rates do not vary by more than a factor of 2.5. The actual
values of transition Reynolds number at a given sta~ation pressure vary
greatly among the investigations. This may be a result of the variation
in turbulence levels in the different facilities and the differences in
the models tested.

Effects of Changes in Wing Section

Five wings with NACA 6xo04 sections and one with an IMll CQ03.63 sec-
tion were tested. The wings with the 6xo04 section, which were designed
for use in another wind tunnel, were tested only at zero angle of attack

.

.

—

d

.

—

—
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.
because of stress limitations. The test results, in terns of the normal
distance from the wing leading edge to the boundary-layer transition
front, which vas parallel to the leading edge, are presented in figure 15..
The local transition Reynolds nmber could not be ccmputed because of the
lack of a method to predict local conditions on such wings at Mach
number 4.

Other investigations of boundary-layer transition on wings with
unswept leading edges have demonstrated increased stability of the bound-
ary layer due to the negative pressure gradient obtained on a convex sur-
face (refs. 1.2and 13). This effect was also indicated by wings 11 and 15
of the present tests. Wing 11, which had only 12.5° sweep, had a root
chord of 4 inches and a tip chord of 2.U inches and had hminar boundary
layer over all of its surface except for small rkgions near the root chord
and the wing tip. At sweep angles greater than about 30°, shorter runs

of lsminar boundary layer were obtained on the round-leading-edge wings
than on the flat-surface wings. This is probably due to the increase in
strength of the destabilizing effect on the boundary layer caused by cur-
vature of the flow just outside of the boundary layer, which has been
demonstrated on swept wings at mibsonic speeds by J. T. Stuart andW. E.
Gray in England.

SUkU4.&Y’OFRESULTS
.“

An analysis has been made of the effects of leading-edge sweep, sur-
face angle of attack, and leading-~dge.thickness on the movement of
boundary-layer transition on wing surfaces-in a tid tunnel at Mach num-
ber 4.04 in terms of the components of local Mach nwnber and local Reynolds
number normal to the wing leading edge. The following results were
obtained:

1. Transition always occurred along a front parallel to the wing
leading edge, and increasing the leading-edge sweep amgle or increasing
the angle of attack between the undisturbed stream and the model surface
caused the transition front to move closer to the wing leading edge and
decreased the local normal transition Reynolds number.

2. These tests give a linear ad equal rate of increase of transition
Reynolds number with equivalent stagnation pressure (stagnationpressure
calculated from the local static p~ssure and the local Mach nmber nomal
to the leading edge) at all local normal Mach rnmibers. This rate is in
general agreement with the rate of increa~e of transition Reynolds number
with actual stagnation pressure obtained in other wind-tunnel investi-
gations on flat plates and open-nose cylin&rs at Mach numbers from 1.97
to 4.54.
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3. A correlation has been obtained, for the present data, of the .

effects of leading-edge sweep and angle of attack on boundary-layer tran-
sition on plane surfaces when the equivalent stagnation pressure and the
rate of chamge of the trsasition Reynolds ntmiberwith equivalent stag-

.

nation pressure are considered.
—

4. Increasing the leading-edge thickness of a flat-plate wing with
an unswept leading edge from 1/4 mil to 6 roilscaused large increases in
the local normal Reynolds number for boundary-layer transition.

5. Increasing the leading-edge thickness of wings with 45° and
600 leading-edge sweep from 1 to 10 roilspr@uced no changes in the local
normal Reynolds number for boundary-layer transition.

—

6. For small angles of leading-edge sweep, a 65Ao04 section had
longer lengths of lsminar flow than the flat-plate section, but for large
angles of leading-edge sweep, shorter lengths of lsminar flow were
obtained.

.

.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., Msrch 2, 1955.
.
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SMRP-LEADIltl-EIX3EWINGS

Side-nali.mmnted.- Testedas halftings..— —

*

Wings1, 2, and 3

wing 4

.

.

T
A

Win de

1 45
2 55
3 72
k 50

560
6 60

whg 6

t

8 Aspect (thj$=WlaX ‘%
(deg] Ratio location h/t (in.)

o 4.CO 0.05 0.50C o 4.99
0 2.80 .05 .~oc o 4.s9
o 1.30 .08 ..50C o 5.98
0 3.36 .0395:.l!o-.60C o 4.99

2.31 .05 .50C o 9.00
33:6.3.87 .13 1.00C 1.03.52

I

\
1

t,h

(2.)
9.98

6.99

3.89

8.38

10.39
6.80

Figure 1.- Wing dimensions.
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SHARP-IEADIMl~E WINGS

NACA TN 3473

.

side-wallmounted.- Testedas half-wings. -.— —
! I

I
I

Section

through A-Af

<
I

A 8 Aspect (t/c} ~(t/c)rH (t/.)t (t/c)% Cr b

(deg) de~) Ratio max location hit.(W.) (in.)

7 60 0 2.31 0.oh .30—.87cr0.W=’7. 0.6g2Ct o 5.93 6.85

St5ng-mountedMs.-
——~ I

I

wing8
I

yhlg 9

t
A x Cr~~eC-;(tlc~u @/=ll&on

wing (deE)(de~; RatiI section h{% (in.) (iTc.(i.)

8 (3 o 2.31 0.05 O.wc Doublewedpe o h.36 o 5.03

{9 o 0 1*CO 0.05 0.50C Hal.f-ircular-alqo 4.00 4.00 #!l.oo

.-

n

.

Figure 1.- Continued.
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R~ED-IJMDING= WINS

Sidexsll mounted.- Testedes half-wings.——

i

---k-A
W de

10 I63..4 o I 2.0 I0.03 I NACA0033-63 I 6.o I O 16.0 I

-12.~ 3.0 IO.Oh I NAOA65Ao04 I 4.22IZ.u 19.481

Sthg-mounted.-——

I
I

Wings12 and 13

mde

U@
13 4$
1441
ti 27

wings 14 am M
+’

r Aspect(t/o) ‘r ‘t b
(deg~Ratio m= Section (~n.)

o 2.31 0.04 NAOA 65Aocb4 4.74 0 5.48
0 ‘h.oo O*O4 NkCA 65AOCL4 3.60 0 7.20

-Ill. 2*31 0.04 NAOA65Ao04 4074 0 5.48
-27 4000 0.04 NACA 65Ao04 3.60 0 7.20

Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Sideview

///////////////////////////////////// //////////// //////

Air flow

Boundary-layerbyp~ssplate

/“’’’’”

Balance

..

Top view

Figure 2.- Schematic disgram of test section of Langley 9- by 9-inch
Mach number ~ blowdown jet and bslance arrangement. Dimensions are
in inches.
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Figure 3.- The effects of leading-edge sweep angle on boundary-lqy?r
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Figure 6.- Effects of leading-edge thiclmess on boundary-layer transition
on a wing with rectangular plainform. M = 4.04.
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e

8

6

4

2

0

I I t,in.
o .00025

.001
~ .0015
A .W2
n .00
0 .00i
g .00

.002

.

2 3 4 5 6

Surface bch number normal to the lead~ng edge, %

Figure 7.- Effects of leading-edge thiclmess on the vsriation of local
‘transition Reynolds number with surface Mach numiberon a wing with
rectangular plan form. M = 4.04.
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1.5

1.0

.5

Lo

S

leading+dga
thiolaless, t , in.

.Cm u

.032
JX)35- .- ;
.OQ% - •~

-lo 0 10 20

.

.

.

Surfaceangleof attack, es J deg

●

I leading-edge
thickness,t , in.

.0005
A .&” .Oo1 :

.002

.003 2

.W A

n

o

-4.0 0 10 20

Surfacemgl.f3of attack, es , deg
.

4

Figure 8.- Effects of letiing-edge thiclmess on boundary-lsyer transition
on flat-surfacewings with swept leading edges.. M = 4.@.
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Figure 9.- Effects of sweep snd angle of attack on the location of
boundary-layer transition on flat-wing surfaces. M = 4.W.
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Figure 10.- Effects
lsyer transition
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j
.

m

E
Orifice Percent Choh Location, Percent b/2

-16 -12 -0 -4 0 1! 0 12 16

W.nS angle of attack, deg

Ijlgure 1.1.- Comparison of theoretical end experimental pressures on the

upper surface of the forwsxd wedge of a double-wdge-secti.on delta

wing wi.tb 50° leading-edge sweep. M = 4.04.
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Figure 1.2.- Variation of the local normel transition Reynolds nu.niber
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Figure 13.-
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to 00

.
Figure l~.- Effects of wing section on boundary-lsyer transition as a

function of lesding-edge sweep angle at zero angle of attack. M = 4.04.
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